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ZirMed® Eligibility Verification

Part of ZirMed’s comprehensive revenue cycle
management solution for
healthcare
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Eligibility Verification Features
Easy to Read
With most eligibility responses, like the ones
you get when going to a payer’s website, you
receive a big, hard-to-interpret response. Our
responses are customizable and designed to
be easily read, putting the information that’s
most important at the top, highlighting it, and
providing additional information below.

Similar Verification
The integrated same or similar function provides further information to help you determine
whether the patient is eligible for reimbursement by Medicare.

Features and Benefits
• Verify patients’ eligibility two ways: individually
or by batch
• Enter each patient’s information two ways:

Automatic Patient Information Updates
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We also check to see if any information sub-
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• Increase your cash collection because your

Batch Processing
Incredible time savings can be achieved by
performing eligibility verification in batches. If
your system supports it, we will connect
to your practice management system nightly,
read your scheduling file, and automatically run
eligibility inquiries for the next day’s patients.

staff can ask for co-payments up front
• Reduce bad debts and slow cash collections
from HSA and high-deductible plans
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The ZirMed Eligibility Verification Advantage
Simplicity

Time Savings

Flexibility
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Our Eligibility solution not only
sets you up to estimate and collect patient payments, but also
reduces your overall rejection
and denials - industry experts
estimate that 8-10% of all denials are due to eligibility issues.

• All of our insurance responses are “normalized” in look and feel, resulting in a
single easy-to-read format—regardless
of payer—which may be saved and
stored.
• Not only can you view your patients’ coverage details when you integrate with
our financial services, you can collect
patient payments from the

• The easy-to-use integrated solution re-

• ZirMed can even automatically download

able at the start of the next day.

duces FTE costs of calling, faxing, and
online searching for benefits verifications at individual payers.
• Benefit responses are available, searchable, and archived on the ZirMed
website.

Cost Savings

Ready to Transform
Your Financial
and Clinical Performance management?
Contact ZirMed today
at: 1-877-494-1032
www.ZirMed.com

• Reduced rejections: Clients who verify
benefits experience significantly fewer
rejections as a result of incorrect demographic or plan information.
•Z
 irMed’s automated Eligibility Verification
solution has proven to deliver up to
75% cost savings over manually
verifying coverage.

same screen.

About ZirMed®
ZirMed empowers healthcare organizations to optimize revenue and population health with the nation’s only comprehensive end-to-end platform of cloud-based financial and clinical performance management solutions—including claims and A/R management, charge integrity, patient access and engagement, population risk
management, and cost and utilization. By combining breakthrough predictive analytics technology with innovative development and the industry’s most advanced
transactional network, ZirMed’s award-winning solutions extract actionable insights that improve our clients’ revenue cycles and support effective population health
management—while streamlining workflows and increasing operating efficiencies. To learn how ZirMed can help your organization boost its financial and clinical
performance, visit www.ZirMed.com.
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